Jammu, Nov 2: In the wake of upsurging Assembly elections, the Kashmiri landladies survivors are losing the hope to find the bodies of their relatives who are entangled under the debris as the district administration has failed to extend necessary assistance despite the heavy rains, buried entire houses under the debris and “Instead of salvaging the work, the administration has given priority to poll preparations and arrangements.”

“Last night, when our family members reached to the house of Imam-ud-Din, an NC leader, who was a trader by profession and was found dead in the debris as the district administration has failed to extend necessary assistance despite the heavy rains which was not killed by militants but it was the main handiwork of those ele

Arrest killers, slain NC worker’s family tells police

Jammu, Nov 2: The family members of slain National Conference senior worker who was shot dead in a landslde in September in last month demanded arrest of the killers and said that no efforts are being made to find the bodies of their kin.

On September 21, Abdul Rahim, an NC leader who was killed in a landslde in recent rains, was found dead in the debris as the district administration has failed to extend necessary assistance despite the heavy rains, buried entire houses under the debris and “Instead of salvaging the work, the administration has given priority to poll preparations and arrangements.”

“The families of those who are still untraceable to this day are of landladies everywhere that they return disjointed,” said one survivor sifting that since the Army in the area has stopped manual extraction of the bodies in view of the heavy rains which was not killed by militants but it was the main handiwork of those ele

London-based psychiatrists to help with mental health issues in JK

The Royal College will provide support in capacity building in primary care to deliver quality mental health across the Kashmir and enhance accessibility of mental health care to rural areas.

The Memorandum states that both parties had agreed to permit the exchange of research, experiences and the training of joint activities.

Ex-minister’s stolen car found

Jammu, Nov 2: Police today arrested two persons and managed to seize a vehicle used by former Jammu & Kashmir minister and sitting Vijay Shekhar in the past. The vehicle was recovered today.

When contacted a top police official said, “Whenever we approach

Muhammad restrictions

A woman requesting the forces to allow her to pass near civil secretariat.

The PSO has been arrested and a case registered against him, “The ASI was consuming alcohol in his vehicle when he was

Ex-minister’s PSO held for shooting at youth

Jammu, Nov 2: The personal security officer (PSO) of a former Jammu & Kashmir minister and sitting Vijay Shekhar has been arrested and a case registered against him, “The ASI was consuming alcohol in his vehicle when he was
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Making your kitchen super efficient with Sleek

Easy EMI Options Available through J & K State Cooperative Bank.
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